EUROPEAN OPEN GOVERNMENT LEADERS’ FORUM

PARTICIPATION AS A KEY TO BETTER POLICY-MAKING

MILAN | 5 FEBRUARY 2018 | 09.15 AM
BASE - Via Bergognone, 34

AGENDA

Supported by
ItaliaCamp

@opengovitaly
#OpenGovLeaders
MORNING SESSION

09.15 > REGISTRATION & WELCOME

09.45 > OPENING REMARKS
Anna SCAVUZZO, Deputy Mayor of Milan | Marianna MADIA, Minister for Simplification and Public Administration, Italy | Sanjay PRADHAN, CEO of Open Government Partnership | Mari KIVINIEMI, OECD Deputy Secretary General

10.15 > THREE FISHBOWL SESSIONS
Facilitated by Brad MEYER, Collaboration, UK

10.15 > Session Topic 1 Why do we need participation?
Ardalan SHEKARABI, Minister for Public Administration, Sweden | Daniel FREUND, Transparency International EU | Tiago ANTUNES, Secretary of State of the Council of Ministers, Portugal | Helen DARBISHIRE, Access Info Europe | Ana BIRCHALL, Vice Prime Minister for Romania’s Strategic Partnerships’ Implementation, Romania | Andrea SERVIDA, Head of Unit, e-Government & Trust, European Commission

11.15 > Session Topic 2 How do we implement participation?
Klaus VITT, State Secretary at the Federal Ministry of the Interior and Federal Government Commissioner for Information Technology, Germany | Vanessa LISTON, CiviQ | Lorenzo LIPPARINI, Councilor for Participation, Active Citizenship and Open Data, City of Milan, Italy | Federico GUERRIERI, Eurocities | Patrick O’DONOVAN TD, Minister of State for Public Procurement, Open Government and eGovernment, Ireland | Angela CONSTANCE, Cabinet Secretary for communities, social security and equalities, Scotland, UK

12.15 > Session Topic 3 What does the future hold for participation?
Mounir MAHJOUBI, Secretary of State for Digital Affairs, France | Federico ANGHELE, Riparte il futuro | Jari PARTANEN, State Secretary of the Government of Finland | Sam VAN DER STAAK, IDEA | Rumyana BACHVAROVA, Chief of Cabinet, Council of Ministers, Bulgaria | Anthony ZACHARZEWSKI, President of The Democratic Society | Iolanda ROMANO, Government Commissioner, Ministry for Infrastructures and Transports, Italy

Join the discussion!
- Each of the three sessions will begin with four unique, concise, topic-specific insights being shared; two insights from Government and two from civil society.
- A facilitator will help ensure all fishbowl participants have the opportunity to speak.

13.00 > SUMMARY AND REFLECTIONS
Thea TSULUKIANI, Minister of Justice, Georgia and Chair of OGP | Zuzana WIENK, Fair Play Alliance and OGP SC member | Marianna MADIA, Minister for Simplification and Public Administration, Italy

13.30 > LUNCH AND NETWORKING
During the lunch and networking break we invite you to be inspired by the open gallery display of European best practice examples of public participation!

During the morning and the afternoon session, working languages will be Italian and English. Simultaneous translation will be provided
14.30 > REGISTRATION & WELCOME (not required for the attendees of the morning session)

15.00 > OPENING
Marianna MADIA, Minister for Simplification and Public Administration, Italy

15.15 > OPEN TALK
**Best practices of participation across EU share their experience** (5 minutes elevator pitch)
Facilitated by Guido ROMEO, Business and data journalist - Sole24Ore

15.15 > Pitch Topic 1 Why do we need participation?
Manuela ARMATI, Management of European Projects, Bergamo Municipality > "Legami Urbani" (Italy) | Simona DE LUCA and Carlo AMATI, Department for Cohesion Policy > “OpenCoesione goes to School” (Italy) | Doreen GROVE, Head of Open Government for the Scottish Government and Lucy MCTERNAN, Acting CEO - Scottish Council for Voluntary Organizations > “Open Government in Scotland: Busting the barriers to participation” (United Kingdom) | Teele PEHK, Direct of the Foundation Estonian Cooperation Assembly > “Rahvaalgatus” (Estonia)

15.45 > Pitch Topic 2 How do we implement participation?
Elena CALISTRU, President of Funky Citizens > “Banipublici.ro” (Romania) | Beatrice COSTA, Head of Programmes, ActionAid Italia > “SIS.M.I.CO” (Italy) | Kakha KALADZE, Mayor of Tbilisi > “Your Idea to City Mayor” (Georgia) | Valeria MONTANARI, Council Member for Digital Agenda, Participation and Neighbourhood Care, Reggio Emilia Municipality > “Quartiere Bene Comune” (Italy)

16.15 > Pitch Topic 3 What does the future hold for participation?
Miguel ARANA CATANIA, Participation Project Director, Madrid City Council > “Consul” (Spain) | Iva TARALEZHKOVA, Board Chair, Citizen Participation Forum > “Citizen Participation Index” (Bulgaria) | Anthony ZACHARZEWSKI, President of The Democratic Society > “Developing open government and networked democracy in Europe” (Belgium)

Join the discussion!
- During each pitch session, everybody from the audience is invited to intervene in the talk using the tool for audience interaction slido.
- The most relevant comments will contribute to the Open Talk.

During the Open Talk the following experts will foster the debate:
Giovanni BAGO, Digital Transformation Team, Italy | Tim HUGHES, Director of Involve | Flavia MARZANO, Councilor for Roma Semplice, City of Rome, Italy | Rosy RUSSO, Creator of Parole O_Stili project | Andrea STAZI, Public Policy & Government Relations Manager of Google | Laura VERGANI, Director of the e-Government Observatory of Polytechnic of Milan

16.45 > SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Marianna MADIA, Minister for Simplification and Public Administration, Italy